
Policies and Requirements for Sounds of Treble String Studio

My mission is to foster an appreciation for and enjoyment of music 
in the next generation of our community through 

quality violin instruction,
 involvement in community music groups, 

and exposure to a wide variety of music and musical opportunities.

Teacher Qualifications
Esther Meador BA in Music Education: Violin
text or call: (561)222-0319
email: emeador1218@gmail.com

Lesson Prices
Beginning lesson (30 minutes): $20
Intermediate lesson (45 minutes): $25
Advanced lesson (1 hour): $30

* Tax is included in lesson price.
** Prices are per lesson. Total monthly lesson bill equals lesson charge x # of lessons in 

month.

Payment
Payment for lessons will be due at the first lesson of each month. Each 

student will pay for a total of four or five lessons, depending on the month,  
which will occur at a scheduled time throughout the month.

There is a two-lesson (2 week) grace period for all late payments. The student 
must have paid their outstanding bill, as well as the new month's bill by the 
end of the grace period. Failure to do so results in losing their slot 
in the studio.

In cases of financial hardship, please consult the teacher.

Attendance Policy
Students are required to attend all scheduled lessons unless cancelled or 

rescheduled in advance. 
- Only a parent or legal guardian may cancel a lesson.
- Any lesson the student fails to attend without proper cancellation 
       is a no-show and payment is forfeit.
- Lessons must be cancelled or rescheduled 24 hours in advance 
       of the lesson. Any change of lesson scheduling within 24 hours 
       of the lesson is considered a no-show. 
- The teacher withholds the right to make exceptions to the rule in 
       cases of extreme circumstances as determined by the teacher.
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Make-up Lesson Policy
Students are expected to attend lessons on a consistent basis. However, 

should an unavoidable conflict arise, their option for make-up lessons is 
as follows:
        - There will be two days during each month on which the teacher 

will be available for make-up lessons. The student may
schedule a make-up lesson on either of these days, thereby 

       receiving the full amount of lessons for which they have paid. 
        - Should the student also have a regularly scheduled lesson the 

same week, they may attend both lessons. If they do not, the 
unattended lesson is forfeit.

Participation Policy
All students in the Sounds of Treble String Studio are required to participate in 

the appropriate group available for their level of performance. Although there may not 
be an opportunity to join a group immediately upon starting lessons, the teacher will 
invite the student to join the appropriate group at her discretion. At such time, the 
student will be required to participate if they wish to continue lessons.

For beginning and intermediate students the group will be the LyricWood Cadets, 
a newly-formed training group.

For advanced students, the group will be LyricWood, the local string (and 
sometimes full!) orchestra, led by members of the DWU Music Department 
Faculty.

Although there may occasionally be a small fee for books, music, or to pay a 
visiting masterclass teacher, the groups themselves are available at no additional cost 
to the student.

 

Materials Needed
- Appropriately sized instrument with bow and case.
- Accessories: shoulder rest, music stand (for home use), metronome*, tuner*, 

cleaning materials, rosin
- Bastien assignment book
- Other books and recordings may be needed, as determined by the teacher. 

* If a smart phone or tablet is available, there are many metronome and tuning apps 
available at no cost. Please consult the teacher for a recommendation.



Lesson Guidelines

Siblings are welcome to observe lessons, using their good concert etiquette. Parents 
are encouraged to observe lessons.

Students are expected to maintain behavior which exhibits respect for the teacher, their 
equipment, and ultimately, themselves. 

Practice requirements throughout the week will be determined by the teacher. Students 
are expected to complete all assigned practice time. Parental confirmation may be 

desired by the teacher.

To provide the best possible instruction, students must attend lessons regularly. While it 
is inevitable that some conflicts will arise, parents are asked to do their best to keep the 

schedule as consistent as possible. The teacher will endeavor to do the same.

If you have any further questions, please feel free to ask! 


